
CITY OF CARPINTERIA
ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW BOARD
Meeting of SEPTEMBER 30, 2010 Agenda Item #1

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
PROJECT REVIEW

Project: 09-1522-CUP/CDP Contract Planner: Jonathan Leech
Address: Linden Avenue US 101 Overcrossing Structure

Casitas Pass Road US 101 Overcrossing Structure
Via Real Extension from east of Carpinteria Creek to Casitas Pass Road
and Vallecito Road to Linden Avenue

APNs: Various
Zoningz Linden Avenue and Casitas Pass Road Overcrossing Structures are within

a General Plan Land Use Designation of Transportation Corridor (TC); US
Highway 101 (including overcrossings) is not designated under
Carpinteria Zoning.
Via Real Extension is located within various General Plan Land Use
Designations including Residential, Open Space/Recreation, Agriculture,
Public Facility and Transportation Corridor; the proposed Via Real
Extension is also within multiple zone districts including Mobile Home
Park, Recreation, Agriculture, Single Family Residential and Public
Utility.

Applicant: Caltrans
LaraBertaina
50 Higuera Street
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

Project Review: EI Conceptual
EPreliminary
[] Final

INTRODUCTION

The Linden Avenue and Casitas Pass Road Overcrossings Replacement Project involves a
partnership between the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans), Santa Barbara
County Association of Govemments (SBCAG) and the City of Carpinteria. Caltrans is providing
engineering design, environmental review under the Califomia Environmental Quality Act and
National Environmental Policy Act and construction management. SBCAG is administering
funding for the project, assisting with community outreach and coordination of the project with
other highway improvements in the corridor. Carpinteria is participating as a member of the
Project Development Team (PDT) to provide local technical expertise and to ensure the project
is consistent with policies and ordinances of the City. Because the project is located entirely
within the City of Carpinteria, Carpinteria also holds the exclusive authority to issue local
permits, including a Conditional Use Permit and Coastal Development Permit.
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The initial phase of project development under Caltrans guidelines includes the preliminary
engineering design for the proposal and environmental review of the preliminary design. The
process then moves into final design, followed by any acquisition of necessary right-of-way, and
finally to the construction bid and construction process. The Linden Avenue and Casitas Pass
Road Overcrossings replacement project has recently concluded the preliminary design and
environmental review phase. Caltrans is now entering into the final design phase. Prior to
generating more detailed engineering design plans, Caltrans is seeking input and feedback from
the public and the City of Carpinteria on elements of the project that are not strictly dictated by
technical requirements, where opportunities exist to enhance the visual and aesthetic qualities of
the proposed improvements.

Caltrans' request to the City for initial input on aesthetic aspects of the project hts nicely with
the ARB Conceptual Review process. This is an opportunity for the City to give direction to
Caltrans for incorporation into more advanced designs and offers the public an opportunity for
input before the desig¡r drawings proceed further. This process can help in part to avoid the
potential for wasted effort by Caltrans in developing aesthetic treatments that could be
undesirable or not appropriate for Carpinteria. Comments received during the conceptual review
phase will be considered before moving to more developed preliminary design plans.

This is a very important opportunity for the community to be involved in shaping a major public
works project. This effort may take the form of public workshops or design charettes regarding
the design features of these roadway improvements, or other ways the Board may desire to
involve the community. In any case, the project has the potential to affect the character of the
City by replacing existing narrow bridges and stop sign controlled intersections that have
become óongested due to increased development and traffic in the region or that can be improved
to encourage the use of alternative transportation methods. The improvements are planned to
accommodate vehicle traffic and pedestrian and bicycle traffic for the long-term and represent a
significant investment of state and local funds. However, it is imperative that the community's
input is solicited and considered before decisions are made about what the aesthetic features will
look like and how the community character will be maintained.

Using the feedback from this ARB conceptual review, Caltrans will advance the project design.
The Board should discuss whether separate design workshops or an ARB sub-committee
might be appropriate, or other ways to involve the community in this important review.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

This is a request for conceptual review of a proposal by the California Department of
Transportation (Caltrans) to construct replacement overcrossing structures for Linden Avenue
and Casitas Pass Road at US Highway 101; to replace the US Highway 101 main-line bridge
stmcture over Carpinteria Creek; and to construct a roadway extension for Via Real from east of
Carpinteria Creek to Casitas Pass Road and from Vallecito Road to Linden Avenue to allow Via
Real to function as a continuous frontage road on the north side of US 101. The proposed
pro.ject would provide vehicle travel lanes, dedicated bike lanes and sidewalks for each direction
of travel on the replacement overcrossing structures. The extension of Via Real would also
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include bike lanes and the abandonment of the existing dry weather pedestriarVbike path crossing
Carpinteria Creek. Please see Attachment 1 ("Project Overview") for an illustration of the
location and extent of these project components.

Major Structural Project Components: The project includes replacement of the Linden Avenue
and Casitas Pass Road Overcrossings, the US 101 Carpinteria Creek Bridge and construction of a
bridge over Carpinteria Creek for the Via Real extension. The most prominent of these features
for the traveler would be the overcrossing structures. There are opportunities, in the form of the
support columns and ability to incorporate "relief' design elements in the façade of the
overcrossings, to establish a design theme for these highly prominent components of the project.
Caltrans has provided three concepts to illustrate the potential for adomment of the overcrossing
structures. These three examples are included as Attachments 4, 5 and 6 ("Linden Avenue"
Option A, Option B and Option C). Caltrans is requesting feedback regarding the illustrated
"relief' concepts, as to preference among the conceptual designs or direction regarding
other motifs. While the illustrations are provided for the Linden Avenue overcrossing, they
would be replicated for the Casitas Pass Road overcrossing as well to unifu the theme. For
overcrossing structures, Caltrans policy requires incorporation of safety features to prevent
pedestrian access to façade elements of the structure. This is typically provided via a chain-link
type of exclusionary barrier, such as is illustrated on Attachments 4, 5 and 6. Staff is requesting
ARB comments on this material, and any direction for Caltrans to investigate other means
to achieve pedestrian safety.

The Carpinteria Creek bridge for Via Real would be plainly visible for the US 101 traveler.
Caltrans has provided two conceptual renderings for the Via Real bridge structure, included as

Attachments 7 and 8 ("Via Real Bridge" Option A and Option B). Chain-link type fencing is
also illustrated for pedestrian safety on the Via Real bridge; staff would like ARB comments on
the use of this feature/material on the Via Real Bridge, similar to its incorporation into the
overcrossings design. The Carpinteria Creek bridge for mainline US 101 would not be a highly
visible feature for the traveler. A simple design theme has been illustrated in the concept
drawing, included as Attachment 9 ("Carpinteria Creek Bridge"). A typical rail feature is
incorporated along the edge of this main-line bridge, for which staff would appreciate ARB
comments and direction.

Retaining Walls and Sound Walls: Both retaining wall and sound wall height and locations are
currently under design. Preliminary estimates are that retaining walls along the mainline or
ramps may be in the range of five to eight feet in height. Retaining walls associated with the
overcrossing structures are expected to range between hve feet and23 feet, with the highest
walls occurring immediately adjacent to the abutments for the overcrossing. Anticipated sound
walls are expected to range between six and 12 feet in height, measured from the adjacent
roadway elevation. Attachment 1 ("Project Overview") provides an illustration of the
preliminary location and statistics (i.e., length and height) for proposed retaining walls and sound
walls.

NOTE: There are four sound walls (B-4, 5, 6 and 8) proposed in a series along the northem
right-of-way for the Via Real extension, beginning immediately west of the Verizon facility
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(Ogan Road at Pacific Village Drive) and extending eastward to the vicinity of Hales Lane. As
proposed, this series of walls would have a gap for each of the three road intersections with Via
Real. There is an altemative for this sound wall series, which is a continuous wall along the US
101 northem right-of-way limit, between US 101 and the Via Real extension. Caltrans is
requesting input on the preferred location of this sound wall system, with respect to wall
heights, aesthetics and view blockage potential.

Attachment 3 ("Site Details") presents the conceptual finishes for the retaining walls (sandstone
color with split-face texture), which would match the finish reviewed previously by your Board
for the retaining walls of the adjacent Ventura/Santa Barbara HOV Lane Project from Mussel
Shoals to Carpinteria. Attachment 3 also provides the conceptual finish for the sound walls
which is proposed to be concrete block with a split-face texture and four shades in the
"sandstone" color range.

Center Median Barrier: Where there are no sight distance restrictions, the center median would
include a raised planter, situated between a concrete safety barrier for each direction of travel.'Where 

sight distance requirements preclude plantings, a single concrete safety barrier would be
provided in the center median. The proposed aesthetic treatment for the safety barrier is
illustrated on Attachment 3 ('Site Details") and would consist of a smooth concrete finish in
sandstone color to match the adjacent Ventura/Santa Barbara HOV median.

Landscaping: All landscaping was surveyed (Final EIR, Section 2.3 Biological Environment),
including existing vegetation within the corridor for the proposed US 101 Carpinteria Creek
Bridge replacement and Via Real extension. Conceptual planting plans are included as
Attachment 2 ("Conceptual Landscape Plan"). The planting plan uses predominantly California
native species and includes ground cover, shrubs and skyline trees. Trees and shrubs are used
along the approaches to the Linden Avenue Overcrossing, both from Linden Avenue and US
101. The areas at the Linden Avenue and Casitas Pass Road interchanges would be planted with
ground cover and shrubs to enhance the appearance, while avoiding interference with driver
visibility requirements. Several vine species are proposed to screen retaining wall and sound
wall elements. The project would have direct impacts upon riparian and wetland habitat,
therefore the landscape plan also includes plantings to achieve mitigation for such impacts.

PROJECT SETTING

Linden Avenue sits at the heart of the downtown area of Carpinteria; the Linden Avenue
overcrossing is at the northem limits of the downtown area. Casitas Pass Road provides a link
between residential land uses north of US 101 and commercial retail and recreation uses on the
south side of US 101. The proposed overcrossing improvements would be achieved almost
exclusively within the Caltrans right-of-way. The highway corridor can be characterized as a
largely urban setting, dominated by the existing highway facility.

The proposed extension of Via Real passes through an existing recreation area (Carpinteria
Creek Park), agriculture, established single-family residential neighborhoods and property used
for public utilities.
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The US Highway 101 right-of-way carries aLand Use Designation of TC (Transportation
Corridor) under the General Plan. The US 101 right-of-way is not designated with a zone distuict
under the City of CarpinteriaZoning Code. The proposed Via Real extension is located within
General Plan Land Use Designations including Residential, Open Space/Recreation, Agriculture,
Public Facility and Transportation Corridor; the proposed Via Real extension is also within
multiple zone districts including Mobile Home Park, Recreation, Agriculture, Single Family
Residential and Public Utility.

PROJECT ANALYSIS

Carpinteria Municipal Code

The Carpinteria Municipal Code ($14.62.030, Conditional Uses) requires that public
improvement proposals such as the subject application obtain a Conditional Use Permit.
Because the project is located within the Coastal Zone, a Coastal Development Permit is
also required. Both of these permits are discretionary in nature, with the Planning
Commission having decision-making authority. Any decision of the Planning
Commission may be appealed to the City Council.

Design Review

The proposed project involves the replacement of two existing overcrossing structures with
structures that will be of noticeably larger scale. Existing landscaping immediately surrounding
the overcrossings will be largely removed to accommodate a change to existing grade conditions
and incorporate retaining walls. The project also involves replacement of the Carpinteria Creek
Bridge structure for mainline US 101 , with a structure at a slightly higher elevation to allow the
passage of a 100-year storm event on Carpinteria Creek. Lastly, the project includes the
construction of two segments of Via Real to form a continuous frontage road along the northern
side of US Highway 101 ; one of the segments would necessitate construction of a new bridge
over Carpinteria Creek. Proposed landscaping consisting of perennial herbs, shrubs and trees
with a concentration on species native to southem California will be provided around the
interchanges to achieve the most appealing visual qualities possible within the corridor,
considering highway safety design restrictions. The area between Via Real and US Highway
101 in the vicinity of Carpinteria Creek is proposed to be planted with riparian species as

mitigation for project impacts upon this plant community. Retaining walls would be necessary
to support elevation differences between certain project components; retaining walls are
proposed to be constructed with a sandstone color and split-face texture to match the retaining
wall treatments previously approved for the adjacent Ventura/SantaBarbara HOV Lane Project.
A solid concrete median barrier would be provided, and is proposed to employ a smooth concrete
finish of sandstone color, also to match the Ventura/Santa Barbara HOV Lane Project. Sound
walls are necessary along certain portions of the project reach and are proposed with concrete
block construction that employs split-face texture and a range of four shades of color similar to
the sandstone coloring of the barrier and retaining wall elements. The overcrossing structures
can incorporate a relief design or pattem, if so desired. The Board's comments would be
appreciated concerning:
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Proposed conceptual plant list and landscape design criteria;
Color and texture for median barrier, retaining walls and sound walls;
Alternate sound wall locations for sound walls B-4, 5, 6 and 8 along the northern
Via Real Extension;
Intended thematic design elements for the overcrossing structures and bridge
structures; and
Safety features of the overcrossing and bridge structures, including railings and
fences.

General Plan/Coastal Plan Design Policies

The corridor principally containing the proposed project elements has a General Plan/Coastal
Plan designation of TC (Transportation Corridor). According to the General Plan:

The TC land use category is intended to identify limited access State Highways.
The character of the highway will include landscaping and overpass design that
reflects positively on the character of the community.

The proposal includes modification (replacement) of two existing overpass structures,
replacement of a bridge structure, construction of a new bridge, as well as new or replacement
landscape plantings. In addition, there are proposed structural elements including a concrete
median divider, sound walls and retaining walls. These structural elements are typically dictated
by engineering design, but the opportunity does exist to make them more visually attractive; the
proposal includes a "reliefl'pattern on the overcrossing components and bridge components in
keeping with Carpinteria's small beach town character. Depending upon the selected theme, the
relief pattern would have the potential to enhance the appearance of these required structural
elements. Care should be taken in the selection of pedestrian safety features on the bridges and
overcrossings to ensure these features are subordinate to the appearance ofthe overall structures.
The median barrier, retaining walls and sound walls are not proposed to be adomed with any
relief or other "pattern" but would employ a sandstone color and various naturalistic textures.

The project does include proposed landscaping. In some instances existing landscaping would
need to be removed to accommodate construction of project components. The attached
Conceptual Landscape Plan provides the proposed approach to landscape treatment within the
project corridor.

CITYWIDE COMMUNITY DESIGN OBJECTIVES

Objective CD-3: The design of the community should be consistent with the desire to protect
views of the mountains and the sea.

The project would have very limited potential to affect mountain and sea views. Required sound
walls are the only component that could potentially impede existing views of the mountains for
highway travelers, for very short duration periods. Since sound walls are a technical requirement

a

a

a
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ofthe project to protect residential neighborhoods, they could be found potentially consistent
with this policy.

Policy CD-9e. Major streets should be designed and planted to preserve views of the ocean to
the south and hills to the north.

The proposed construction of segments of Via Real would not block views of the ocean, as

immediately adjacent properties do not generally have ocean views. Tree and shrub plantings
are proposed along the northerly alignment of Via Real for the portion adjacent to an existing
avocado orchard, as a deterrent to increased trespassing. These tree plantings may preclude
views of the mountains from the ne\À/ segment of Via Real in this vicinity. Landscaping along
the northern edge of the right-of-way for Via Real should be selected with care to avoid view
blockage toward the mountains.

DO\ryNTOWN SUB-AREA OBJECTIVES & POLICIES

The downtown sub-area is bordered on the north by US Highway 101; the project corridor
does not extend to the vicinity of the heart of the downtown at Linden/Carpinteria Avenue,
but the Linden Avenue Overcrossing replacement is immediately adjacent to the northerly
limits of the downtown commercial core.

Objective CDS2A-l: Preserve and strengthen the visual and physical connections
between the downtown and the beach, mountains, and other neighborhoods.

Both the Linden Avenue and Casitas Pass Road overcrossing structures provide a physical
and visual link between the northern side of US 101 (containing residential neighborhoods
and the mountains) and the downtown and beach areas on the south side of US 101. A
properly selected design theme for the structural elements of the project could enhance the
visual relationship ofthe project to unique local visual resources. These overcrossing
structures could employ a design theme achieved using relief designs (embossed or raised)
on the surface of the concrete. Care should be taken in the selection/implementation of
pedestrian safety features on the bridges and overcrossings to ensure these features are
subordinate to the appearance of the overall structures.

Policy CDS2A-c. Encourage the gradual but systematic transformation of Carpinteria
Avenue from a highway commercial strip to an integrated downtown street similar in
character to Linden Avenue.

A primary objective of the improved overcrossing structures and extension of Via Real as a
continuous frontage road is to provide an east-west route on the north side of US 101 as an
altemate to Carpinteria Avenue, in order to reduce the volume of traff,rc on Carpinteria Avenue
and to provide for improved circulation throughout Carpinteria, especially for transit and local
trips. Additionally, the completion of the Via Real Extension and the all-weather bike/pedestrian
path provides an alternate and more direct route between the residential areas of the city north of
US 101 and the recreation and shopping resources south of US 101.
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NORTHEAST SUB-AREA OBJECTIVES & POLICIES

The northeast sub-area is bordered on the south by US Highway 101.

Objective CDS4-1: Strengthen the visual and physical connections between the subarea,
the downtown and other neighborhoods and districts in the city.

Policy CDS4-a. Ensure that new development is sensitive to the scale and character of the
existing neighborhoods, and consistent with the city's " smoll beach town" image.

The citywide and downtown sub-area objectives and policies already discussed are echoed
in the northeast sub-area, as listed immediately above. View blockage by project elements
is not anticipated (discussed above), but an appropriate design theme for the structural
elements of the project should strive to portray the "small beach town" image of the City.
The scale of project structural elements is dictated by engineering design requirements and
traffic loads, but choice of colors and textures, and incorporation of relief designs on the
larger project elements could be important in providing visual cues consistent with the
"small beach town" image.

Implementing Strategy 49. Thefrontage street along the north side of thefreeway should
be improved with a wall and rows of trees on both sides. This will help to buffer the
ne i ghb o r ho o d fr o m fr e ew ay no is e and v i s ual i mp ac t s.

Caltrans is proposing sound walls along the Via Real extension where acoustical studies
have indicated they would be necessary to protect adjacent residential neighborhoods.
Generally, along the proposed new segments to be constructed, Caltrans is proposing trees
on the northern side of Via Real. See the attached Conceptual Landscape Plan. The Via
Real extension would therefore be potentially consistent with this policy.

SUMMARY OF ISSUES

. Placement of proposed landscaping

. Species/planting palette for landscaping

. Proposed design theme for overcrossings and bridges
o Proposed pedestrian safety features ofovercrossings and bridges
o Proposed f,rnishes for retaining walls, sound walls and median barrier
o Review of location alternatives for sound walls B-4, 5, 6 and 8

NEXT STEPS - PROJECT REVIEW

Once sufficient detail is available (typically 90o/o completion), the City will commence review of
the project application for the Conditional Use Permit and Coastal Development Permit. Before
the project is brought before the Planning Commission for consideration of such permits, the
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project design will be brought back to ARB for preliminary review. Once ARB has completed
preliminary review, recommendations will be incorporated into the staff report for presentation
to the Planning Commission. Final ARB review of the project would be accomplished following
Planning Commission action. The City's approval of a CUP and CDP for the project must be
accomplished before Caltrans advertises the project for construction bid (the phase which
follows final design).

RECOMMENDATION

Consider design submittal materials and

development of the landscape plans and

ATTACHMENTS

1. Project Overview
2. Conceptual Landscape Plan
3. Site Details
4. Linden Avenue - Option A
5. Linden Avenue - Option B
6. Linden Avenue - Option C
7. Via Real Bridge - Option A
8. Via Real Bridge - Option B
9. Carpinteria Creek Bridge

provide input/feedback to the applicant for continued
structural elements design motif/theme.
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RETAINING WALL - EXAMPLE COLOR, TEXTURE AND CAP
lntegral color - sandstone
Field texture - split face
Smooth cap with bevel

Safety shape on base when adjacent to lanes

RETAINING WALLS VARY r
I

J
OPTIONAL SOUNDWALL LOCATION

WALL HE|GHT 10 Fr'l

J

VIA REAL SOUNDWALL LOCATION OPTIONS
Ma Real Secilion at spprox¡mately Vallecito Rd

Site Ç)etøifs

ALTERNATE SOU NDWALL LOCATI ON
Single wall-Approx. 1280 feet in length

Wall height - 10 feet above Via Real

ADJACENT TREES AND RESIDENTIALFEATURES BEHIND
EXISTING FENCING UNDISTURBED

(STREET TREES MAY NEED TO BE REMOVED)
I

Iv

Coltrons Dlstrlct 05
Medlon Lonclscoplng

lloldemtæ Vdlcle Pullai Aræ
Two Dlrætlm - lldlon

OPTIONAL SOUNDWALL LOCATION

MEDIAN BARRIER - EXAMPLE COLOR, AND LAYOUT
lntegral sandstone color

Smooth texlure
Forms a median planter where conditions allow

I feet wide at base, 5 feet of planting room

SOUNDWALL EXAMPLE
Typical I x I x 16 Concrele Block

Random mix of 4 colors,
Color to match barrier and retain¡ng walls on project

Field texlure - split face
Split face cap w¡lh shadow line

CONSTRUCTION EASEMENT OF NEW SOUNDWALL
REQUIRES REMOVAL OF IMPROVEMENTS ON

ADJACENT PROPERTIES

I
I

.t

i

VIA REAL

CURRENT PROPOSED SOUNDWALL LOCATION
Three walls - 640, 90, 250 feet in length (980 ft total)

Wall height - 12teet ebove Ria Real

NB lOI I.ANES

I NVESTIGATE OPPORTUNlTIES
TO SEPARATE WALLS

AND CREATE PLANTERS
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FUIURE HOV PROJECT EOGE OF PAVING

WALL HETGHT ''r rt 
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PERSPECTIVE VIEW SECTION VIEW

ELEVATION VIEW

ft
LindenAvenu

opt
BY DES,BRIOGE ARCHITECTURAL & AESTHETICS
9/9/20tO

EA ()5.4442(¡() - O5000()034s





PERSPECTIVE VIE\'V SECTION VIEW

ELEVATION VIEW

Linden Avenue Overcrossing
Option B

BY: DES,BRIDGE ARCHITECTURAL & AESTHETICS
9/9./20tO

EA ()5"4442('(l - ('5('()()0()345





PERSPECTIVE VIEW SECTION VIEV\/
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ELEVATION DETAIL ELEVATION VIEW

Linden Avenue Overcrossing
BY DES,BRIDGE ARCHITECTURAL & AESTHETICS
9/9/2010früans

Option C
EA 05{44200. ()500000345





PERSPECTIVE VIE\/V

ELEVATION DETA,IL

SECTION VIEW

ELEVATION VIEW

Via Real Bridge
BY: DES,BR¡DGE ARCHITECTURAL & AESTHETICS
9/9./2010

!ËE*_.".çç,ærç

Et Option A
EA 05{442()() - O5000()034s





PERSPECTIVE VIEW

ELEVATION DETAIL

SECTION VIE\'V

R¡\lL DETAIL

ELEVATION VIEW

Via Real Bridge
BY: OES,BRIDGE ARCHITECTURAL & AESTHETICS
9/9/20tO

Et Option B
EA Os4420(). ()50()0()0345





ELEVÄÍION VIEW

C arpinteria Creek Bridge
BY: OES,BRIDGE ARCHTTECTURAL & AESTHETICS
9/9/2010 EA Os"448200. ()5()('000345




